
The Transportation Electrification Partnership (TEP) is an unprecedented multi-year partnership among local,  
regional, and state stakeholders to accelerate progress towards transportation electrification and zero emissions 
goods movement in the Greater LA region in advance of the 2028 Olympic and Paralympic Games.

The goals of the Zero Emissions 2028 Roadmap 1.0 include installation of 60,000-130,000 public chargers for 
people movement and 10,000-100,000 zero emission chargers for goods movement in LA County. 

To meet these goals, we must make it easier to permit and install charging infrastructure. 

Many cities and counties are not 
in compliance with AB 1236
Due to lack of awareness, enforcement, 
and inconsistent application across the 
state, a wide variance in permitting  
processes persists.

What is AB 1236?
In order to remove unreasonable barriers 
to the installation of EV charging stations, 
this legislation requires cities and  
counties to implement a streamlined  
permitting process.

Why is AB 1236 important?
• Transportation is the leading source of 
   GHG emissions in CA, accounting for 41%.

• On-road transportation emissions lead to 
   3,100 premature deaths a year in CA

• Demand for EV charging stations is 
   projected to increase substantially in 
   coming years

How can my City or County 
become compliant with AB 1236?
• Implement an ordinance to adopt AB 1236

• Provide a checklist of requirements for 
   expedited application review

• Allow approval of projects through non-
   discretionary building permits

• Provide one complete correction notice for 
   incomplete applications

• Allow for electric signatures on all permit 
   applications

Potential obstacles to 
implementing AB 1236
Zoning Conflicts: Classification of larger 
charging installations as fueling stations, 
which limits location option.

Inconsistency: Accessibility regulations 
are applied on a site-specific basis leading 
to different interpretations by local  
building officials.

Aesthetics: Aesthetic changes are deemed 
grounds for permit application rejection, 
which is not allowed by AB 1236.

Lack of familiarity: The amount of power 
required for DCFC installations may be 
unknown.

Electric Vehicle Charging 
Station Permitting Fact Sheet

 41% - Transportation

<1% - Not specified
5% - Commercial

7% - Residential

8% - Agricultural

6% - Electricity (Imports)

10% - Electricity (In state)

 23% - Industrial

429.4 MMTCO2e - 2016 TOTAL CA EMISSIONS

?

*California Air Resources Board Greenhouse Gas Emission Inventory, 2018



Permitting process not explained on AHJ website

AHJ does not offer access to an expert who can support station 
developers through the entire permitting process

Limited or no information online

Full permit package needs to be submitted to gain feedback from 
AHJ staff

EVCS installation projects trigger a parking count review

Sequential permit reviews only

EV charging guidelines are not incorporated into planning 
documents

AHJ considers charging stations as fueling stations, 
leading to additional zoning review

AHJ does not have expedited permitting process for EV 
applications - resulting in standard project permitting timelines

AHJ does not encourage conditional approval of permits

Clear EVCS permitting process detailed on AHJ website

ZEV Infrastructure permitting official appointed to help  
applicants through the entire permitting process

Guidance doucments for permitting and inspecting charging  
stations at single family home, multi-family home, workplace, 
public (L2 and DCFC), and commercial medium and heavy duty 
posted on AHJ website

Pre-applicaton meetings with knowledgable AHJ staff are offered

AHJ has published ordinance or bulletin clarifying plug-in electric 
vehicle charging space counts as one or more parking spaces for 
zoning purposes

Concurrent reviews are made available for building, elecrical  
(and planning, if necessary)

Planning for ZEVs and supporting infrastructure is incorporated 
and prioritized within general plan, capital improvement plan, 
climate action plan, and design guidelines

EVCS are classified as accessory use to a site, not as 
traditional fueling station

AHJ has established timelines for EV permit application review 
that are expedited when compared to standard building permit 
review timelines in that jurisdiction

AHJ’s expedited permit review process encourages permit  
reviewers to conditionally approve permits

AB 1236 Best Practices Not compliant with AB 1236 Best Practices

LACI Streamlined Permitting Recommendations

Best Practices

Where can I find more information?

• Provide permitting correction sheets to clearly outline required revisions for incomplete 
   permitting applications
• Waive electric vehicle charging station permit fee to incentivize permit pulling
• Develop outreach and education program for internal and external stakeholders to provide input   
   before streamlined permitting process is implemented 

To learn more, please contact Elizabeth Moss at elizabeth@laci.org

• Governor’s Office of Business and Economic Development Electric Vehicle Charging Station
   Permitting Guidebook 
• California Building Officials AB 1236 Compliance Toolkits for small and large jurisdictions
• Ready Set Charge California: A Guide to EV-Ready Communities



Electric Vehicle Charging Stations  

Streamlined Permitting Process

Complying with AB 1236 and Best Practice Strategies

1 Transportation Electrification Partnership



• Nation's largest Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)

• Governed by a Regional Council of 86 elected officials

Our Region

square miles



So Cal Plug-in Electric Vehicle Readiness Atlas 

Which neighborhoods have 
the greatest number of 
registered PEVs?

Where is the greatest demand 
for workplace charging?

Where is the greatest need 
for retail/ commercial 
charging?

Where is there a lack of 
nearby charging?



Agenda

# Item

1 Why is it important to focus on streamlined permitting 

process for EVCS?

2 What is AB 1236?

3 LACI streamlined permitting recommendations

4 Challenges to implementing a streamlined permitting 

process

5 Next Steps



UNLOCKING INNOVATION MARKET TRANSFORMATION ENHANCING COMMUNITY

LACI is creating an inclusive green economy

OUR MISSION



THE TRANSPORTATION ELECTRIFICATION PARTNERSHIP

“That’s why we are moving toward an additional 25  

percent reduction in GHG emissions and air pollution,  

through accelerating transportation electrification, by  

the time the world arrives in Los Angeles for the 2028

Olympic and Paralympic Games.”

–TRANSPORTATION ELECTRIFICATION  LEADERSHIP GROUP, SEPTEMBER 2018



Transportation Sector is Leading Contributor to  

Climate Change

5Source: CARB

Transportation  

sector is the  

largest source
of GHG 

emissions

in California

As of 2018,  

transportation  

accounts for  

41% of  

statewide  

emissions
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AB 1236 (Chiu, 2015)

Requires Streamlined Permitting

Source: Plug-in Charging Station Development Streamlining Guidebook

On or before September 30, 2016: 

For every city, county, or city and  

county with a population of 200,000  

or more residents

On or before September 30, 2017: 

For every city, county, or city and  

county with a population of less than  

200,000 residents

Per AB 1236, cities and counties should have implemented  
streamlined permitting for EV charging



What AB 1236 Aims to Accomplish

Source: Plug-in Charging Station Development Streamlining Guidebook 10

Aligning Authorities Having  
Jurisdictions (AHJ) and applicants

Making it easy to apply for  a 
permit

Laying the foundation for  
streamlined reviews

Addressing Breakdown in  

Communication
Electronic Submission Non-Discretionary Use Permit

Law requires cities and counties  

to adopt an electric vehicle  

charging station permitting  

checklist detailing requirements for 

a project to be eligible for an  

expedited review

Idea is to create process  

transparency that simplifies  

communication for both AHJs and  

station developers

More and more communities are  

establishing these checklists, but  

much work remains to spread this  

solution across the state  

(checklists were required to be  

posted by September 30, 2017)

AHJs are required to allow for  electronic 

submission of application  packets for 

plug-in electric vehicle  charging stations 

through email,  internet, and/or fax and 

allow for  electronic signatures on all forms

This simple change can save  
considerable time and money

Cities and counties shall approve permit  

applications through a building permit or  

similar non-discretionary permit,  

focusing on public health and safety

In the vast majority of cases, this means  
that no discretionary use permit will be  
required, which can be the most time-
consuming aspect of permit approvals



11Source: Plug-in Charging Station Development Streamlining Guidebook

2

1

What does a streamlined process look like?

Creates clear pathways to a
non-discretionary permit approval

Makes the non-discretionary permit  
simple and straightforward

At the most basic level, a streamlined  
permitting process does two things:



Complying with AB 1236

12
Source: Plug-in Charging Station Development Streamlining Guidebook

AB 1236 Compliant
(Electric Vehicle Charging Station Friendly)

NOT AB 1236 Compliant
(Challenging to Deploy Charging)

Ordinance creating expedited, streamlined permitting process for electric 

vehicle charging stations (EVCS) including Level 2 and direct current 

fast chargers (DCFC) has been adopted

No permit streamlining ordinance; and/or ordinances that create 

unreasonable barriers to EVCS installation 

Checklist of all requirements needed for expedited review posted on 

Authority Having Jurisdiction (usually a city or county) website No checklist for EVCS permitting requirements 

EVCS projects that meet expedited checklist are administratively 

approved through building or similar non-discretionary permit 
Permitting process centered around getting a discretionary use permit 

first

EVCS projects reviewed with the focus on health and safety EVCS projects reviewed for aesthetic considerations in addition to 

building and electrical review 

AHJ commits to issuing one complete written correction notice detailing 

all deficiencies in an incomplete application and any additional 

information needed to be eligible for expedited permit issuance 

New issue areas introduced by AHJ after initial comments are sent to 

the station developer 

AHJ accepts electronic signatures on permit applications* Wet signatures required on one or more application forms 

EVCS permit approval not subject to approval of an association (as 

defined in Section 4080 of the Civil Code). EVCS approval can be conditioned on the approval of a common 

interest association. 



Type of Charger Within Best Practice Optimal

Level 2 – Single Family 1 day

Multi Level 2 – Shared 

(Multi-

Family/Workplace/Public)

1 day Same Day

DC Fast Charger 5 days

Application Submittal Complete Response

Permit Timeline Best Practice 

Source: Plug-in Charging Station Development Streamlining Guidebook



LACI Streamlined Permitting Recommendations

13Source: Plug-in Charging Station Development Streamlining Guidebook, CA Plug-in Vehicle Collaborative

Develop an outreach and education 
program for internal and external 
stakeholders

Provide permitting correction 
sheets

Waive electric vehicle charging  

station permit fee



Challenges to Implementing a Streamlined Permitting Process

14Source: Plug-in Charging Station Development Streamlining Guidebook

Aesthetics
Zoning 

Conflicts
Inconsistency Lack of 

Familiarity

• Classification of 

larger charging 

installations as 

fueling stations 

and concern over 

compliance with 

zoning codes

• Streamlining of 

DCFC charging 

depot zoned for 

fueling but not for 

commercial or 

retail setting

• Accessibility 

regulations are 

applied on a site-

specific basis by 

local building 

officials causing 

AHJ’s to have 

different 

interpretations of the 

code, especially if an 

installation presents 

a site-specific 

challenge 

• AB 1236 requires 

that only health and 

safety concerns 

can be grounds for 

rejecting or revising 

a permit application

• Aesthetic changes 

that do not have a 

specific impact, 

such as 

landscaping, are 

not grounds for 

rejection/revision

• Amount of power 

required for DCFC 

installations may be 

unfamiliar and 

concerning 

• Other building officials 

may be familiar with 

DCFC safety 

requirements and 

assume features such 

as disconnect 

switches should be 

required on L2 

charging (they are 

not)



Next Steps for Cities and Counties

15Source: Plug-in Charging Station Development Streamlining Guidebook

1 2 43 5

Review existing  

resources to  

develop draft  

permitting process
Invite industry and  

stakeholders to  

the table to identify  

challenges and  

develop strategies  

for streamlining  

and improvement

Train local contractors  

and station developers  

on proper permit  

submittals to save  

time on staff work  

spent reviewing  

incomplete  

applications.

Coordinate with  

other AHJs in region  

to share best  

practices and  

develop similar  

standardized intake  

and review  

processes

Adopt and begin  

implementation of  

streamlined  

permitting process



Contacts
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Michelle Kinman

LACI

Director of Transportation

michelle@laci.org

Elizabeth Moss

LACI

Transportation Electrification Partnership Coordinator 

elizabeth@laci.org

Marco Anderson

SCAG

Senior Regional Planner

anderson@scag.ca.gov

mailto:michelle@laci.org
mailto:elizabeth@laci.org
mailto:anderson@scag.ca.gov
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Resources



AB 1236 Best Practices Not Compliant with AB 1236 Best Practices

Clear EVCS permitting process detailed on AHJ website Permitting process not explained on AHJ website 

ZEV Infrastructure permitting official appointed to help applicants through 

the entire permitting process 

AHJ does not offer access to an expert who can support station developers 

through the entire permitting process 

Guidance documents for permitting and inspecting charging stations at 

single family home, multi-family home, workplace, public (L2 and DCFC), 

and commercial medium and heavy duty posted on AHJ website 

Limited or no information online 

Pre-application meetings with knowledgeable AHJ staff are offered Full permit package needs to be submitted to gain feedback from AHJ staff

AHJ has published ordinance or bulletin clarifying plug-in electric vehicle 

charging space counts as one or more parking spaces for zoning purposes 

EVCS installation projects trigger a parking count review 

Concurrent reviews are made available for building, electrical (and 

planning, if necessary) 
Sequential permit reviews only

Planning for ZEVs and supporting infrastructure is incorporated and 

prioritized within general plan, capital improvement plan, climate action 

plan, and design guidelines 

EV charging guidelines are not incorporated into planning documents

EVCS are classified as accessory use to a site, not as traditional fueling 

station 

AHJ considers charging stations as fueling stations, leading to additional 

zoning review 

AHJ has established timelines for EV permit application review that are 

expedited when compared to standard building permit review timelines in 

that jurisdiction

AHJ does not have expedited permitting process for EV applications –

resulting in standard project permitting timelines 

AHJ’s expedited EV permit review process encourages permit reviewers to 

conditionally approve permits

AHJ does not encourage conditional approval of permits 

AB 1236 Best Practices
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Name URL

AB 1236
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201520160A

B 1236

GO-Biz Charging Station Development  

Streamlining Guidebook

http://businessportal.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/GoBIZ-EVCharging-
Guidebook.pdf

AB 1236 Compliance Toolkits for small and   

large jurisdictions
https://www.calbo.org/post/electric-vehicle-charging

SCAG/UCLA Luskin PEV Readiness Plan  

2016

https://www.scag.ca.gov/Documents/SCAG-

Southern%20CA%20PEV%20Readiness%20Plan.pdf

GO-Biz ZEV Community Readiness Guidebook http://opr.ca.gov/docs/ZEV_Guidebook.pdf

Electric Vehicle Charging Station  

Permitting and Inspection Best Practices

https://energycenter.org/sites/default/files/docs/nav/programs/pev-

planning/FINAL_Sub-regional_Workshop_Presentation_with_ZEV_slides.pdf

CA ADA Compliance https://www.documents.dgs.ca.gov/dsa/access/EVCSPresentation_04-07-17.pdf

EV Charge Up West Hollywood
https://www.weho.org/city-government/city-departments/planning-and-

development-services/building-and-safety/ev-charge-up-west-hollywood

Veloz http://www.veloz.org/

Links

http://businessportal.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/GoBIZ-EVCharging-Guidebook.pdf
https://www.calbo.org/post/electric-vehicle-charging
http://www.scag.ca.gov/Documents/SCAG-
http://opr.ca.gov/docs/ZEV_Guidebook.pdf
http://www.documents.dgs.ca.gov/dsa/access/EVCSPresentation_04-07-17.pdf
http://www.weho.org/city-government/city-departments/planning-and-
http://www.veloz.org/
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Sample  

Documents



Sample Permitting Checklist
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Source: CA Plug-in Vehicle Collaborative



Sample Permit Application Checklist:  

West Hollywood

23
Source: City of West Hollywood



Sample Inspection Checklist

24
Source: Center for Sustainable Energy



CAL BO AB 1236

Ordinance Template

25Source: California Building Officials 



CAL BO AB 1236

Staff Report Template

26Source: California Building Officials 



ZEV Readiness Scorecard

Permitting Electric Vehicle Charging Stations Scorecard

Streamlining Ordinance

Ordinance creating an expedited, streamlined permitting process for electric vehicle charging stations (EVCS) including level 2 

and direct current fast chargers (DCFC) has been adopted 

Permitting checklists covering L1, L2, and DCFC

Checklist of all requirements needed for expedited review posted on Authority Having Jurisdiction (usually a city or county) 

website 

Administrative approval of EVCS

EVCS projects that meet expedited checklist are administratively approved through building or similar non-discretionary permit 

Approval focused on Health and Safety Review

EVCS projects reviewed with the focus on health and safety 

One complete deficiency notice

AHJ commits to issuing one complete written correction notice detailing all deficiencies in an incomplete application and any

additional information needed to be eligible for expedited permit issuance. 

Electric signatures accepted.

AHJ accepts electronic signatures on permit applications* 

EVCS not subject to association approval

EVCS permit approval not subject to approval of an association (as defined in Section 4080 of the Civil Code). 

Bonus: Expedited timeline for approval

Consistent with the intent of AB 1236, AHJ establishes expedited timelines for EVSE permit approval compared to standard 

project approval procedures. 

Source: Plug-in Charging Station Development Streamlining Guidebook



Sample Checklist:

Is your city or county ready to grow plug-in electric 

vehicle  charging by streamlining the permitting process?

27

❏Are ZEVs, and charging and fueling needs,  

incorporated within documents such as the general plan,  

capital improvement plan, climate action plan, and design  

guidelines?
❏Does your city or county have documents such as an

EV-readiness ordinance, stretch codes, and other  

supporting codes and policies? Is the region covered by a  
regional readiness plan?

❏Does your city or county zoning code address whether

electric vehicle charging spaces count as parking?

❏Does your city or county have an enforcement policy  
and plan for vehicle charging spots on your property?

❏Do your city or county policies, and especially building
codes, account for charging management technology?
❏Has your city or county assessed which forms of  

charging station applications can be done via same-day,  

over-the-counter, online permitting?

❏Does your city or county website provide clear upfront info  

about fees, timeline, and required application materials  

including for different kinds of installations (e.g., L1, L2, DCFC;  

single-family, commercial, MUDs)?

❏Does your city or county make application forms available  in 
fillable PDFs, or similar format, for digital submission?

❏Can minor revisions to application packages be addressed  

in an initial permitting meeting or site visit, rather than having to  

revise and resubmit the entire application package for small  

changes?

❏Has your city or county shared a concise review checklist  for 

building inspections, showing what will be inspected and  what 
documents will be required?

❏Does your city or county allow inspections to proceed  
without an electrician present whenever possible?

Source: Plug-in Charging Station Development Streamlining Guidebook
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